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Rodenticides 
 
 
                                                                                As we hear of mouse plagues moving             
                                                                                through the country we are becoming more 
and more concerned about the impact this will have on our pets.   There are a wide variety 
of rodenticides on the market and the recent news of double strength preparations 
becoming available is very alarming.  Please remember that rats and mice are animals, 
all rodenticides, no matter what the active ingredient, are animal poisons and they will 
kill dogs and cats.  Even if the packet advertises pet deterrent or pet safe or worse still 
pet friendly, they are not!  These are animal poisons designed to kill.  The only difference 
is the size of the animal and susceptibility.  We regularly treat dogs and less commonly 
cats which have been accidently poisoned.  Whilst we have some antidotes, these are 
often not enough.  Blood transfusions are necessary in more severe cases and this in itself 
is not without risk and unfortunately not all patients are able to be saved.  Another 
problem is that owners often are not even aware that their pet has been poisoned as the 
effects take days to develop and the signs are wide and variable.  The last dog we treated 
was bleeding into the bladder so the owners noticed bloody urine.  Thankfully this lovely 
dog responded well to the transfusion and went home to continue on the antidote.  If 
you would like further advice on rodenticides, please contact the clinic on (03) 53811996 
for more information.  

 
 

 
 
 
This is a condition we are seeing very frequently.  Often detected in puppies during their 
first visit, base narrow canines means the large canines (fangs) of the dog are not 
positioned correctly.  Instead of sitting between the upper canine and the corner incisor, 
the lower canines are growing incorrectly which results in the tip of the tooth crushing its 
way into the roof of the mouth (the hard palate) as pictured above.  This is very painful 
for your dog but they are not going to be able to communicate this with you.  Imagine 
having constant pain in your mouth or it being painful to close your mouth.  The age of 
your dog when this condition is diagnosed will affect the treatment options.  If caught 
early, when the puppy still has its baby teeth, sometimes removing the baby canines 
allows room for the adults to come through correctly (but not always).  If the adult teeth 
have already erupted, wedging the canines wider, then using ball exercises may correct 
the condition.  Alternatively, the adult canine teeth may need to be removed.  Referral 
to a veterinary dentist is an option for more treatment choices.  Whatever the age of your 
pet, action is required.  It is not ok to leave an animal in constant pain. 

Base Narrow Canines Follow us 

on 

Facebook 

and 

Instagram! 

Click here to book 

with us online 

http://vet.lc/m6070c  
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29 O'Callaghan Parade  

Horsham, Victoria 
Ph: (03) 53811996 

www.yourfamilyvet.com.au 
 

Opening hours 
Monday- Friday 
8:30am-5:30pm 

Saturday 
9:00am-12:00noon 
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Clinic News! 
Still open as usual during 

lock-down but with 

COVID safe measures in 

place.  Please be sure to 

check in when you visit. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Every day we treat numerous poodle cross dogs.  Poodles crossed with many different breeds 
which we will just call “oodles” for ease.  This article is not about opinions, it’s a reflection of our 
experiences in the clinic. 
With these “oodles”, it seems that the usual hybrid vigour (toughness) expected with cross 
breeding doesn’t occur.  Conversely, we are finding some common conditions continually recurring 
that need to be considered if you are looking at investing in one of these breed combinations.  
Whilst we see a lot of clinical abnormalities, the 4 most frequent are listed below. 

1. Allergies leading to recurring skin problems and ear infections 
2. Inflammatory bowel disease, dogs with a sensitive gut system who regularly struggle with 

vomiting and or diarrhoea 
3. Anxiety, dogs scared of many things like being alone, meeting new people, going new 

places 
4. Joint disease, with lameness and ongoing pain from arthritis. 

These are lifelong conditions that need ongoing management, some need medications.  Worth 
considering before you choose that cute cuddly expensive puppy that may become a lifelong cute 
and cuddly dog with ongoing veterinary costs. 

Oodles of Oodles 

 
One of the most difficult situations we find ourselves in often comes down to simple 
misunderstandings.  So many times we are asked to fix a dogs behavioural problem that 
under further investigation is an owners perceived problem, not a dog bad behaviour.  But 
this can be an incredibly challenging concept to explain.   
For example:  my kelpie constantly rounds up the chooks! 
Kelpies have been bred specifically for many years to round 
up sheep.  Actually it is really their sole purpose.  If you  
don’t have sheep, your kelpie isn’t going to be able to switch 
off its natural instinct to round up sheep.  Rather, your very  
intelligent kelpie will find an alternative, be it chooks, birds, 
horses or even the kids!  
This doesn’t make this a problem or bad behaviour, it’s a  
natural instinct.  The problem is you’ve chosen a “sheep dog” 
but don’t have the sheep that it needs! 
This is just one easily described example but there are  
many more specific breeds of dogs that have natural instincts, 
traits they have been bred specifically for and developed further.  Please research a dog’s 
purpose, natural talents and abilities before investing in a certain breed.  You may find 
that you are actually not suited to own that type of dog or that the type of dog doesn’t fit 
into your lifestyle.  Behaviours we can adjust somewhat, natural instincts we cannot, and 
should not. 
 
 

 

 

 

Why couldn’t the 

leopard play hide 

and seek? 

 

 

Because he was 

always spotted!!! 

Joke of the 
Month 

Is that really bad behaviour? 
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